The innovative
CELLON Façade System
(also available as fire retardant panels)
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CELLON

The back-ventilated CELLON facade system is a high developed system based on the different components carrier
board, laser cut and industrial coating. The carrier board of the system is a compact high-pressure laminate board
(HPL), based on 70% paper layers and 30% phenol resin.
The carrier board can be delivered in any RAL and NCS colour or one of the 11 Bruag ALU metallic colours. You are
not bounded by any standard colours and can choose exactly what you want.
Additionally to the free colour choice, we can also enable you totally individual forms. Thanks to our laser
technology with which we cut he boards, nearly everything is easily realizable. You can either have the CELLON
facade elements as smooth boards of the size you wish or also integrate different perforations to get an
interesting play with light and shadow. The basic formats of the raw material are 1860 x 3630 mm or 1300 x 3050
mm. The maximal width for industrial coating is 1300 mm. Within these formats, you can choose your preferred
size. Elegant facades and constructive solutions are easily and fastly realizable.
The 8 mm (but it can be varied if you wish so) thick board is also robust to extreme mechanical burdens, there is
no embrittlement and it is totally resistant against termites. Additionally, the CELLON is also robust

under extreme weather conditions like rain, dampness and wetness. Based on its mechanical
robustness, it is also suitable for balcony claddings and such applications. We can offer both normal
CELLON as well as fire retardant CELLON.
By the way: Our proven Formboard top pine facade system, whose carrier board is a wooden based board, offers
you a variant at lower costs. You have the choice!
We are looking forward your inquiry!
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